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Additional: Eyes

Cut these out for assembly – 
be careful with scissors!

Yellow Pikmin – Head

Suggested Paper Size: 20 x 20 cm

Fold along with this video guide! https://youtu.be/5-Hndket7Jk

Fold in half both ways,
lining up corners and creasing.

Fold in left and right corners, 
lining edges up with center crease. Fold top tip down to 

bottom tip, crease then open.  

Fold top tip down 
to the center of crease 

created in Step 3.

Flip the paper over.

Fold top tip left to meet far-left 
corner, crease and open.

Open gap at white arrow and use existing 
creases to collapse front panel in to the right.

Fold bottom tip up 
along the horizontal 
crease from Step 3.

Repeat Step 12 to 
the far-right corner. Fold right side in so far-right 

corner meets edge of 
front flap, crease and open.

Fold flat edge of top-left
 corner to align with 

crease created in Step 3, 
then crease and unfold.

Fold top-left corner to the right, 
aligning the crease from 

Step 6 with the right edge. 
Crease and open.

Repeat Step 6 on 
the right-hand side.

Repeat Step 7 on 
the right-hand side.

Flip Over / See Back Side

Enlarged View

Widen Gap / Pull Out

Important Points

Valley (inward) Fold

Mountain (outward) Fold

Guide Line
Annotations Key

https://youtu.be/5-Hndket7Jk
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Fold right-hand corner back 
along the red line shown, 

crease and then open.

Fold front flap along 
the blue line shown (where 
the edges met in Step 18).

Repeat Step 15 on 
the left-hand panel.

Repeat Step 20 
on the front flap…

Flip the paper over. Fold the bottom left 
and right corners of the 
side panels to the back.

Gently pinch the top point 
to create a peak along 

the central vertical crease.

You're done!
Fold the left, right and bottom 

tips of the front panel to the back.

…then open the front 
panel and press flat.

Repeat Step 31 on the 
left side, but don't open.

Fold right side back in 
along crease from Step 31.

Fold right side of front 
panel in parallel to the edge, 

then crease and open.

Repeat Step 16 on the 
left-hand panel, collapsing 

down to the right.

Repeat Step 18 on 
right corner of front flap.

Repeat Step 19 on 
right edge of front flap.

Fold top-left corner in 
along red line shown, 

then open and use existing 
creases to collapse it in on itself.

Open gap at white arrow 
and fold front panel to the right 

along the blue line shown…

Open gap at white arrow and use 
existing creases to collapse left-hand 

side across to the right.

Fold left-hand corner 
to meet the point 

on the right side shown.

…then open the front 
panel and press flat.

Don't open 
this gap!

Don't open 
this gap!

Open gap at white arrow and use existing 
creases to collapse right-hand side down 

to meet bottom edge. Crease firmly.

Fold front flap corner 
in to meet the exposed edge.

Fold top-right corner in along existing crease 
so it falls behind the long pointed flap.

View from rear



Glue the flower to the top of the head. Glue the flower center 
to the middle of the flower.

Glue on the eyes.

Use the same size paper for head and body. 
Apply glue to point shown and attach head to body.  

You're done!

Yellow Pikmin Assembly Additional: Flower center

Cut this out for assembly – 
be careful with scissors!
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Yellow Pikmin – Flower
Suggested Paper Size: 10 x 10 cm

Fold along with this video guide! https://youtu.be/5-Hndket7Jk

Make sure the paper used for 
the flower is 1/4 the size of the paper 

used for the Yellow Pikmin head. Fold in half both ways, 
lining up corners and creasing.

Fold all four corners into center.

Fold the paper 
in half vertically.

Fold top tip down to meet right-hand 
point shown, crease and open.

Open paper at white arrow, squeezing 
gently and using creases to 
fold top tip into bottom-right 
corner, then press down flat.

Fold bottom-right point up 
along diagonal crease to top-left.

Fold bottom-left point up along 
diagonal crease to top-right.

Fold top tip down along 
blue line to align with 

right-hand side, then open.

Open vertical 
fold from Step 4.

Pinch horizontal center crease, 
lift and align edge with point 

of V-crease, then crease.

Fold in half vertically to 
the rear (a 'mountain fold').

Unfold the top flap.

Flip Over / See Back Side

Enlarged View

Widen Gap / Pull Out

Important Points

Valley (inward) Fold

Mountain (outward) Fold

Guide Line
Annotations Key
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Open front panel and crease 
along blue line, ensuring top 
point is exposed as shown.

Flip the paper over.

Repeat Step 19 on 
bottom-right front flap, 

opening to expose inside and 
then crease (this can be tricky!).

Now let's focus on 
the top part of the flower!

Repeat Step 19 on top left and 
right corners of the middle section, 

opening to expose inside and 
then crease (this can be tricky!).

Fold the top three outer 
points inward a small amount, and 

the bottom two points in slightly more.

Flip the paper over. You're done!

Fold top left and right corners 
of middle section in a small amount.

Repeat Step 18 on top left 
and right corners of the middle 

section (don't crease them down).

Carefully fold the left and right corners
 inwards along the blue lines shown, 

but don't crease them down.

Open and gently fold the left 
and right corners so the inside 
is exposed (this can be tricky!).

Repeat Step 18 on 
bottom-right front flap point 

(don't crease it down).

Open top gap at white arrow, 
using existing crease 

to move top point to the right.

Open top gap halfway 
at white arrow.

Carefully use existing creases 
to squeeze top tip to 

form a triangular petal shape.
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